A very unique Rx Labelscanner:
Meditory’s “RxLabelReaderTM-Lite”



Rapidly scans Rx bottles, captures the entire prescription label and produces a sharp 2D image!



Saves scanned images to your local computer or posts to a web server



Reduces data transcription errors



Leverages patented device and software technology



Facilitates HIPAA and agency audit compliance



Reduces legal risks

Meditory’s RxLabelReader Lite generates the flat image of

prescription labels in seconds and stores it for recordkeeping or submission to regulatory agencies

A BETTER
PROCESS
Recordkeeping and
regulatory compliance is
the most dreaded part of
prescriptions and
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medication prepackaging. Eliminate lost
time, inaccurate data and
frustration with the

User Testimonials:
“Writing medication information by hand constitutes a grave risk.
In addition, keeping paper records of labels takes time and space.
Mistakes can have dire consequences for the patient and
consequently for pharmacy owners. Liability insurance constitutes
the largest single expenditure after salaries and is our biggest
source of anxiety. One can contest handwriting, but there is no
contesting a scanned label.”

RxLabelReader-Lite.

-Pharmacist
“I like the scanner for the actual labels it scans and preserves. It
is fast and easy to use. It lets me focus more time on my care
giving rather than administrative paperwork.”
-Nurse Practitioner

RxLabelReader scanning prescription labels
with auxiliary camera.

The Rx LabelReader Lite Solution:
 Eradicates manual transcribing errors
 Saves space when storing records
 Saves time when dealing with customers
 Supports compliance saving fines, eliminates citations and accelerates audit response
 Fast, complete scanning of medications including OTC drugs and vitamins
 Captures Pharmacist initials on label for controlled drugs

3. In seconds, multiple image
slices are merged to form a flat
label image.

2. RxLabelReader
quickly scans bottle

4. Image is saved locally or
posted to the cloud and is
available within minutes.

1. Dozens of medications
can be scanned in minutes.
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